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Executive Summary
Contemporary Big Data frameworks aim to enable efficient processing of large data sets by distributing
computations over large, highly interconnected computer clusters. These frameworks are built to allow
users to execute complex and resource-demanding tasks by providing Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) dedicated to hiding the complexity of their underlying, highly diverse software stacks.
However, current frameworks only partially achieve these goals. They often struggle to meet agreed upon
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) due to operational limitations. These limitations exist in spite of vast
hardware resources, as they derive from frameworks' monolithic designs. Such designs compromise
execution efficiency with severe effects on performance. Therefore, any attempt to achieve further
horizontal scale-out leads to additional performance issues, such as uneven resource utilization and vastly
increased operating costs.
After identifying the root cause of the problem, E2Data envisions to augment existing Big Data software
stacks towards facilitating users to exploit in a transparent and efficient manner all types of available,
underlying hardware resources, even those considered vastly diversified and completely heterogeneous,
without requiring any software refactoring. To achieve this ambitious goal, E2Data will intelligently
identify which application functions can be accelerated through dedicated hardware and dynamically
assign tasks to corresponding nodes. All enhancements in the aforementioned software stack design will
follow an application-driven approach which delivers enhanced scalability and performance at a fraction
of the cost.
The scope of this report is to comprehensively present and analyze the architecture, the building blocks
and components, the development process, as well as the overall integration of the E2Data software stack
prototype, as it has evolved during the first year of the project. Following a brief description of the highlevel architecture and the basic components of the prototype, the report analyzes in full detail how each
component interacts with the standard, state-of-the-art platforms that were identified as optimal for
integration by the consortium members. The report also includes a brief analysis of the dominant
evaluation use cases, which will facilitate proper platform benchmarking in real-world conditions.
Moreover, in the final section of the report, the overall development and deployment process is
thoroughly described.
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Introduction
There are a number of factors that come into play complicating the utilization of heterogeneous
infrastructure in a big data setting: 1) CPU-only homogeneous design assumptions of Big Data stacks, 2)
fragmentation of programming models, and 3) lack of compiler and runtime support by the underlying
execution engines of Big Data frameworks; mainly Java Virtual Machines (JVMs).
E2Data aims to address the aforementioned challenges by co-designing Big Data frameworks from the API
to the compiler level with heterogeneous execution as its core design principle. In this sense, E2Data is
working towards the development of Big Data frameworks capable of adapting themselves to the
underlying hardware resources without disrupting the programming development norms.
Challenges such as data partitioning, dynamic scheduling, and Just-In-Time compilation for heterogeneous
hardware will be addressed in a holistic manner in order to enable high-performance Big Data execution
while minimizing the hardware resources required in contrast to the traditional scale-out or scale-up
approaches. E2Data does not aim to introduce a new Big Data framework, but rather to augment existing
state-of-the-art software components in the form of external libraries in order to enable efficient
heterogeneous execution. In addition, although E2Data’s solutions will be showcased in the context of
selected existing technologies, they will be able to be extended and applied to other tools.
The E2Data architecture introduces a novel paradigm on heterogeneous-aware big data processing stacks.
At the top of the E2Data stack there are the Big Data implementations of the application use cases
providing (a) a real-time streaming health-analytics use case, (b) a Natural Language Processing use-case
from the FinTech industry, (c) a real-time stream data on energy efficient buildings use case and (d) a
video recognition use case from biometric authentication. The key components of the E2Data stack
include the heterogeneous-aware big data framework, the intelligent hardware-aware elastic scheduler
and finally the heterogeneous JVM execution engine of the project.
Regarding the structure of this document, we first introduce in Section 1, “E2Data Architecture”, the basic
components of our design, as derived by work during the first year of the project. We follow with a
discussion on “Application Programming Interfaces” in Section 2, while Section 3 “Deployment &
Development” gives an overview of the E2Data’s deployments and presents a number of methodological
aspects of the project, such as best practices and agile methodology utilized. A more detailed description
of the current set of technologies used in the first version of the deployment testbeds for the project is
included in deliverable D6.2 “Prototype V1 and preliminary evaluation”.
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1. E2Data Architecture
In this Section, we define and analyze the E2Data architecture. Initially, we provide an abstract view of
the E2Data stack listing the main components of the architecture. Afterwards, we provide a
comprehensive analysis of the architecture and the operations of each one of the E2Data key
components.

1.1.

Architecture in a Nutshell

The E2Data stack comes to address the research and engineering challenges required to achieve proper
heterogeneous Big Data execution and take advantage of the diverse hardware resources currently
deployed on cluster and cloud infrastructures. Enabling acceleration of Big Data frameworks on
heterogeneous hardware entails a number of challenges that broadly fall into the following categories:
programmability, data partitioning and scheduling, and data processing granularity.
In contrast to currently existing solutions, which typically follow ad-hoc approaches to execute code on
hardware accelerators bypassing the Big Data execution framework without adhering to its programming
model, the E2Data architecture aims to address the aforementioned challenges by researching and
developing a novel Big Data execution stack capable of exploiting hardware accelerators dynamically and
completely transparently to the users.
Figure 1 depicts an overview of the E2Data stack. E2Data does not aim to introduce a new Big Data
framework but rather to augment existing state-of-the-art software components in the form of external
libraries in order to enable efficient heterogeneous execution.
At the top of the stack lie the Big Data implementations of the use cases. The aforementioned Big Data
use cases will execute on top of the cutting-edge Apache Flink platform. E2Data provides the appropriate
software components that will enable key functions of Flink to execute on heterogeneous resources such
as the Flink optimizer and Flink runtime. The executed software starting from the application side is
typically transformed numerous times until it reaches the bottom end of execution on a cloud node.
E2Data architecture adds another dimension to this execution flow by adding the notion of
heterogeneous execution to the de-facto scale-out model. Therefore, E2Data provides a novel intelligent
hardware-aware elastic scheduler, which will enable dynamic Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation, execution,
and runtime profiling of Big Data code segments to available heterogeneous hardware resources (in the
context of the ubiquitous Java Virtual Machine (JVM)) ensuring that proper resource allocation and
execution will take place. In addition, although the proposed solutions will be showcased in the context
of selected existing technologies, they can be extended and generally applied to other tools and
frameworks.
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FIGURE 1 E2DATA ARCHITECTURE
As shown in Figure 1, E2Data stack contains the following key components:
•

•

•

Heterogeneous JVM execution engine (Tornado): At the core of E2Data is the heterogeneous
JVM powered by the Tornado framework capable of executing arbitrary Java code segments on
heterogeneous devices such as GPUs and FPGAs (field-programmable gate arrays). The
heterogeneous JVM aims to tackle the programmability challenge by enabling the use of a single
high-level programming language. Additionally, by enabling dynamic re-configuration, it also aims
to partially the partitioning and scheduling challenge at the worker level.
Heterogeneous-aware Big Data framework (Flink): The Big Data framework of choice, Apache
Flink, orchestrates the execution of Big Data applications on the heterogeneous hardware. E2Data
will augment Apache Flink to perform dynamic data partitioning based on the capabilities of the
underlying hardware configuration, aiming to tackle the data partitioning challenge at the cluster
level.
Hardware-aware intelligent elastic resource scheduler (HAIER): The hardware-aware intelligent
scheduler resides between the Big Data framework and the worker nodes and its role is to
dynamically decide which is the best possible, in terms of performance and/or power efficiency,
hardware configuration for execution. The hardware-aware intelligent scheduler aims to tackle
both the scheduling and the data processing timeliness challenges at the cluster level.

The following subsections discuss in more detail the various layers of the heterogeneous E2Data Big Data
stack.
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1.2.

E2Data Stack Components

The overall E2Data stack architecture consists of certain components, each with a dedicated role and
functionality. The main pillar is no other than the Heterogeneous-aware Big Data Framework which
extends the functionality of Apache Flink to identify and efficiently utilize existing heterogeneous
hardware. In addition, E2Data stack will incorporate Tornado, an open-source parallel programming
framework that enables dynamic JIT compilation and execution of Java applications on CPUs, GPUs and
FPGAs. Integration of Apache Flink and Tornado is currently work in progress. Last but not least, E2Data
stack integrates Hardware-Aware Intelligent Elastic ScheduleR (HAIER), a scheduler able to make educated
decisions on how any data analytics tasks workflow can be efficiently linked to the underlying hardware
for execution.

1.2.1. Heterogeneous-aware Big Data Framework
The E2Data Big Data architecture extends Apache Flink to let Flink applications take advantage of diverse
hardware resources deployed on cluster and cloud infrastructures. To this end, it reuses the following
core functionality of Apache Flink:
•
•
•
•
•

The distributed application programming model;
The ability to read from and write to a wide variety of data sources and data sinks, e.g., HDFS,
Amazon S3, or network sockets;
The optimization infrastructure to reduce unnecessary data movement between nodes;
The data partitioning and the distribution of computational tasks to different nodes in the cluster;
The monitoring of the health of the cluster and the status of different nodes, i.e., whether they
are in use or available to execute computation.

Beyond that reuse of core functionality, the E2Data architecture extends Apache Flink to provide the
following functionality in order to enable the execution of Flink applications on heterogeneous clusters:
•

•

•

•

A representation of heterogeneous computation devices including their capabilities in different
nodes, e.g., GPUs and FPGAs. To this end, we extend the TaskManager component of Flink to
provide device-specific task slots.
A scheduling mechanism that schedules different parts of the Flink application, so-called tasks, on
computation devices that are best suited for the particular task. To this end, E2Data integrates
with the HAIER scheduler which can map computational tasks to appropriate devices based on
learned execution models.
A task scheduler that distributes tasks according to the decisions of the HAIER scheduler. To this
end, the JobManager component of Flink is extended to distribute tasks to device-specific task
slots.
The possibility to execute (parts of) Flink applications on heterogeneous computing devices. To
this end, E2Data integrates with the Tornado Framework which is able to execute Java bytecode
on OpenCL-capable devices using source-to-source translation.
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FIGURE 2 E2DATA SOFTWARE STACK
Figure 2 shows the complete E2Data software stack. In the following, we describe parts of the reused and
extended functionality in more detail.

1.2.1.1. Distributed Programming Model

FIGURE 3 FLINK JOB GRAPH
Conceptually, a Flink program (also called a Flink job) is a dataflow graph [4] . Figure 3 shows an example
job graph. The nodes of this graph, called operators, represent either data sources, sinks, or data
transformations. Data sources and sinks can access a variety of locations, e.g., HDFS, Amazon S3, or
network sockets. Data transformations can execute user-defined code. Such code consists of a userdefined function (UDF) and is passed to a specific Flink operator. This operator determines the
parallelization contract [5] .
class FlatMapTransformation implements FlatMapFunction<String, WordCount> {
public void flatMap(String line, Collector< WordCount> out) {
String[] tokens = line.toLowerCase().split("\\W+");
for (String token : tokens) {
out.collect(new WordCount(token, 1));
}
}
};
class ReduceTransformation implements ReduceFunction<WordCount> {
public WordCount reduce(WordCount v1, WordCount v2) {
return new WordCount(v1.word, v1.frequency + v2.frequency);
};
}
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ExecutionEnvironment env = ExecutionEnvironment.getExecutionEnvironment();
DataSet<String> text = env.readTextFile(...);
DataSet<WordCount> counts = text
.flatMap(new FlatMapTransformation())
.groupBy("word")
.reduce(new ReduceTransformation());
counts.writeAsText(...);

LISTING 1 FLINK APPLICATION
Listing 1 shows an example Flink application that includes two data transformations, i.e., a flatMap, and
a reduce operation, which execute UDFs contained in Java classes (FlatMapTransformation and
ReduceTransformation). The goal of E2Data is to enable the execution of these UDFs on heterogeneous
compute devices.
The Flink application also specifies a data source and sink, as well as a data partitioning operation
(groupBy) which determines how data are distributed to different nodes among the cluster. These parts
of the Flink application use core functionality of Apache Flink which the E2Data architecture aims to reuse.

1.2.1.2. Distributed Task Execution

FIGURE 4 DISTRIBUTED JOB GRAPH
When Apache Flink executes a Flink job on a distributed cluster, it transforms the job graph into a
distributed job graph by instantiating multiple copies for each operator according to the operator's
parallelization value. These copies are called subtasks. Figure 4 shows an example of a distributed job
graph in which the first three operators have a parallelization value of 2 whereas the last node has a
parallelization value of 1. Figure 4 also shows how data is transferred from specific instances of subtasks
to other subtasks.
Apache Flink also performs some optimizations such as chaining operators such that they are executed
on the same node to reduce network traffic. For example, the source and map tasks in the distributed job
graph in Figure 4 would be typically chained together as a subtask. We exploit these optimized task chains
when constructing Tornado task schedules (see Section 1.2.2).
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FIGURE 5 INTERPLAY BETWEEN JOBMANAGER AND TASKMANAGER IN APACHE FLINK
Figure 5 shows the two Flink components which are responsible for the scheduling and the execution of
subtasks on individual worker nodes in a distributed cluster. The JobManager schedules the execution of
individual subtasks. In contrast, TaskManagers run on worker nodes and execute subtasks. Each
TaskManager provides a configurable number of so-called task slots. When scheduling a subtask, the
JobManager will choose any available task slot to run the subtask. Therefore, the aggregate number of
tasks slots in a cluster determines the maximum number of subtasks of an individual operator in the job
graph, i.e., its maximal parallelism value. Note that a task slot can run multiple subtasks of different
operators concurrently, as long as they come from the same job. Furthermore, each subtask is executed
in its own thread.
The JobManager monitors the health and status of different TaskManagers through heartbeat messages
and status updates. Therefore, it is aware of the global state of the cluster, i.e., which computing resources
(represented by task slots) are in use and which are available for new computation.

1.2.1.3. Heterogeneous-aware TaskManager and JobManager
Because Flink only runs on CPUs, it assumes that all tasks slots are uniform. However, in E2Data, we want
to exploit the special capabilities of different computing devices in a heterogeneous cluster. To this end,
we:
1) Extend the TaskManager to represent other computing devices, such as GPUs and FPGAs, as
device-specific task slots, and
2) Extend the JobManager to distribute tasks to device-specific task slots according to the decisions
of the HAIER scheduler.
In general, existing task slots are repurposed as CPU tasks slots (without any changes to Apache Flink) to
allow the execution of Flink tasks on CPU resources of a heterogeneous cluster. In addition, we introduce
device-specific task slots for hardware accelerators, e.g., a GPU task slot or a FPGA task slot. The
JobManager has to keep track of each class of device-specific task slot separately and distribute each task
according to the decisions of the HAIER scheduler.
The number of (CPU) task slots per TaskManager is configurable. Current best practice is to set the number
of (CPU) task slots to half the number of the cores in the node. This leaves computing resources to Flink
processes that are not represented as tasks (e.g., data shuffling and I/O operations, as well as HDFS
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DataNode threads) and also accounts for the fact that a task slot can execute multiple subtasks of the
same Flink job in different threads.
Similarly, the number of device-specific task slots per device is configurable. One option is to assign one
task slot per device in the node. This ensures that each device is always occupied by a single Flink job.
Another option is to assign one task slot per OpenCL compute unit. This allows the device to be shared by
different Flink jobs and also enables the JobManager to track the utilization of the device. The JobManager
can then pass this information to the HAIER scheduler.

1.2.2. Tornado Heterogeneous Execution Engine
The heterogeneous runtime system that will enable the E2Data software stack to execute Big Data
applications on heterogeneous devices is the Tornado framework [6] [7] developed at the University of
Manchester. Tornado is an open-source parallel programming framework that enables dynamic JIT
compilation and execution of Java applications on CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs. In the following paragraphs,
we provide an overview of the Tornado framework, as well as how it will be integrated with Apache Flink
at the Task Manager level.
The whole process is totally transparent to the user; thus, allowing users who have no prior experience in
using hardware accelerators to accelerate their Java applications by introducing a minimal set of changes
to their code and choosing a hardware accelerator to target.

FIGURE 6 TORNADO OVERVIEW
As shown in Figure 6, Tornado consists of three main components: a parallel API, a runtime system, and
a JIT compiler.
Tornado API: Tornado provides a task-based parallel API for parallel programming within Java. By using
the Tornado API, developers express parallelism in existing Java applications with minimal alterations of
the sequential Java code. Each task comprises a method handle of a Java method containing pure Java
code, as well as the data it accesses. The Tornado API provides interfaces to create task schedules; groups
of tasks that will be automatically scheduled for execution by the runtime.
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In addition to defining tasks, Tornado allows developers to indicate to the compiler that a loop is a
candidate for parallelization, during JIT compilation, through the @Parallel annotation.
public class Compute {
public void map(float[] in, float[] out) {
for (@Parallel int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
out[i] = in[i] * in[i];
}}
public void reduce(float[] in, float[] out) {
for (@Parallel int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
out[0] += in[i];
}
}
public static void main(String[] args) {
TaskSchedule t0 = new TaskSchedule("s0")
.task("t0", obj::map, in, temp)
.task("t1", obj::reduce, temp, out)
.execute();
}
}

LISTING 2 EXAMPLE OF THE TORNADO TASKSCHEDULE API
Listing 2 shows a parallel map/reduce computation using the Tornado API. The Java class Compute
contains two methods, map in Line 2 and reduce in line 6. These two methods are written in Java
augmented with the @Parallel annotation. The first method performs a vector multiplication while the
second computes an addition of the elements.
Lines 11--14 create a task schedule containing the two tasks of our example, along with their input and
output arguments. Both the task schedule and the individual tasks receive string identifiers (s0, t0 and t1)
that enable programmers to reference them at runtime.
Furthermore, since our example performs a map/reduce operation, the intermediate results of map (t0)
are passed to reduce (t1) through the temporal array temp. Finally, in Line 14, we invoke execute to signal
the execution of the task schedule.
Tornado runtime: The role of the Tornado runtime system is to analyse data dependencies between tasks
within a task schedule and use this information to minimize data transfers between a host (e.g. a CPU)
and the devices (e.g. a GPU).
In the example of Listing 2, the Tornado runtime will discover the read-after-write dependency on the
temp array and, instead of copying it back to the host, it will persist it on the device. Additionally, due to
this dependency it will ensure that task t1 will not be scheduled before task t0 completes.
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FIGURE 7 TORNADO JIT COMPILER OUTLINE
Tornado JIT compiler and driver: At runtime, Tornado has a two-tier JIT compiler that allows it to first
compile Java bytecode to OpenCL C and then OpenCL C to machine code. Figure 7 provides a high-level
overview of Tornado's compilation chain. As shown, Java bytecode is transformed to an Intermediate
Representation (IR) graph (Step 1) which is then optimized and lowered incrementally from High-level IR
(HIR), to Mid-level IR (MIR), reaching finally the Low-level IR (LIR) state which is close to the assembly level
(Step 2). From that point, instead of generating assembly instructions, a special compiler phase is invoked
which rewrites the LIR graph to OpenCL C code (OpenCL code generator) (Step 3). After the OpenCL C
source code is created, depending on the target device that execution will take place, the respective
OpenCL device compiler is invoked (Step 4). Finally, the generated binary code gets installed to the code
cache (Step 5) and is ready for execution.
Tornado is currently being under development in the context of the E2Data project and its source code
can be found here: https://github.com/beehive-lab/Tornado

1.2.3. E2Data Decision Maker
The E2Data Decision Maker is responsible of making the (near-) optimal decision on the exact workflow
execution plan, i.e., where to run each part of the workflow and with what exact amount of resources.
Three components contribute to the decision-making process:
•

The Resource Manager, which provides information about the heterogeneous resources
available;

•

The Tornado profiler, which records profiling metrics, and

•

The Hardware-Aware Intelligent Elastic Scheduler (HAIER), which gathers all the information
provided by the previous components and, based on machine learning models, decides on the
best task-to-resources allocation.

1.2.3.1. Resource Manager
The resource manager is useful in various phases of a workflow lifecycle:
a) During workflow planning and scheduling, to obtain information about the exact amount of
available resources. This way, the planner excludes unavailable resources and decides on the best
execution plan over the rest.
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b) Before workflow execution, to enforce the execution plan chosen by HAIER. Its role consists in
allocating resources of the underlying infrastructure to the various applications running atop
E2Data and scheduling tasks to be executed.
c) During workflow execution to monitor the status of the workflow being executed and capture
possible hardware failures that affect performance or even the workflow execution per se.
Apache Hadoop YARN [11] has been selected as the most appropriate resource manager. YARN started
out as the resource management layer of Hadoop and can accommodate a plethora of different Big Data
processing frameworks, including Flink. These frameworks have multiple active agents to accomplish the
overall framework. The allocation of specific agents to specific hosts requires cluster-level management
in addition to the framework itself.
The Hadoop Yarn Resource Manager (RM) is the master daemon of YARN. It manages the global
assignments of resources (CPU and memory) among all the applications. It arbitrates system resources
between competing applications. This agent would typically be installed on more capable hosts. As the
central manage of the collective resources of the cluster, it is this agent that will collate the overall
capabilities of each node. Starting Apache Hadoop 3.1, YARN natively supports a heterogeneous GPU
resource, allowing operators and admins to configure YARN clusters to schedule and use GPU compute.
This is achieved through the mechanisms of GPU discovery, scheduling and isolation. Moreover, Intel
FPGAs are also natively supported. The E2Data tasks will extend this capable to include embedded GPU
and clusters of Xilinx FPGA.
The role of the Yarn RM in E2Data stack is twofold: (a) it monitors cluster utilization and (b) it enforces
scheduling decisions by allocating resources and placing tasks. The monitoring information is consumed
by the decision-making module, while the resource allocation mechanism is used by the Apache Flink
processing framework.
When a new job is submitted to an E2Data cluster, HAIER should compute an optimal execution plan, i.e.,
task placement. Each task of the job should be assigned for execution to the most beneficial hardware
device. For computing such a plan, HAIER needs to know which devices are already occupied and which
are free. This information is obtained by the Resource Manager, that is able to tell at any time whether a
resource is available to host a newly submitted task or not.

1.2.3.2. Tornado Profiler
In Tornado, profiling information is available for the framework's architectural components and the
asynchronous OpenCL events that it generates.
API overview: The profiler API provides the functionality to record the timing data of any relevant metric
within the framework using the generic profile method. This typically requires a profiling metric and a
variable number of supplementary arguments. These arguments are used to pass meta data that
complements the metric, such as the local event identifier for the Tornado event metric or the Tornado
bytecode and device for the Tornado VM bytecode metric. Listing 3 provides an example of using the
Tornado profiler.
Profiler profiler = Profiler.getInstance();
TimedAction timer = profiler.profile(ProfilerMetric.TORNADOVM_BYTECODES, new
Object[] { TornadoVMBytecodes.Allocate, device});
timers.start();
// section to be timed
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timers.stop();

LISTING 3 EXAMPLE OF TORNADO PROFILER USAGE
All other methods exposed by the API inform the profiler of the relevant changes in status of a task
schedule that affect the handling of the profile method. These methods are setWarmup, attach and
detach.
Figure 8 shows an overview of the Tornado profiler. Architecturally, the profiler is designed to handle each
profiling request asynchronously, therefore, a call to the API results in the metric and complementary
arguments being bundled into a generic profiler request that is asynchronously consumed by the Profile
manager's request handler. To manage this, requests are grouped by the thread id of the caller, providing
an associative link for requests throughout runtime. This also allows the profiler to maintain a global state,
implemented using the singleton design pattern. This model also extends well to the asynchronous
execution of task schedules, where each task schedule runs concurrently in its own thread. All phases of
task schedule execution are sequential and this model assumes they will remain as such.
Relying on the thread id of the thread executing a task schedule as the associative link across the Tornado
framework splits profile calls into two categories. Prior to calling the execute method on a task schedule
(pre-EMTS) and after calling the execute method (post-EMTS). Profile calls post-EMTS forward the request
directly to the profile manager. Pre-EMTS requires a temporary associative link, currently the task
schedule object itself, which is passed as the first complementary argument to pre-EMTS profile calls only.
The resulting profiler requests are cached until a profiler API call to attach, marks the transition from preEMTS to post-EMTS, reclaiming the cached requests, substituting the temporary associative link for the
executors’ thread id and forwarding them to the profile manager.
The profile manager aggregates the profiling data for a task schedule in the form of a profile object. This
is a one-to-one relationship. A profile records generic metrics (ProfiledAction), i.e. profile calls with no
supplementary arguments, specific metrics converted to predefined categories (ProfiledTask,
ProfiledVMBytecode or ProfiledEvent) and their association/hierarchical relationship with other metrics,
if any. For example, a Tornado VM bytecode may be associated with zero or more Tornado Events and, if
the bytecode is of type LAUNCH, there will also be associated task metrics too (sketcher compilation and
graal compilation).
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FIGURE 8 TORNADO PROFILER OVERVIEW
When execution of a task schedule ends, a call to detach informs the profile manager that the associated
profile can be finalized. This equates to resolving all profiled events and printing the profile in JSON format
to output.
Profiled events are resolved by retrieving the OpenCL profiling information, in lieu of the standard java
timing info used by all other metrics.
OpenCL functions are enqueued as commands to a command-queue. These commands are identified by
unique event objects. Tornado's OpenCL library wrapper maintains local event identifiers unique to a
command-queue that are used to retrieve the unique reference to an OpenCL event object and the event
description.
The profile manager uses the event object to retrieve four types of profiling information: queued, submit,
start and end timings of a command.
Profiling output: When running Tornado with the profiler enabled, the first JSON output represents the
devices available as illustrated below in Listing 4.
{
"devicesAvailable": [{
"id": 55448,
"platformName": "Intel(R) OpenCL HD Graphics",
"deviceName": "Intel(R) Gen9 HD Graphics NEO"
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},
{
"id": 55449,
"platformName": "Intel(R) OpenCL",
"deviceName": "Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6820HQ CPU @ 2.70GHz"
},
{
"id": 55447,
"platformName": "NVIDIA CUDA",
"deviceName": "Quadro M1000M"
}
]
}

LISTING 4 EXAMPLE OF DEVICES AVAILABLE
Following this, profiling information is output on completion of each task schedule in the form of a JSON
profile output. The name attribute is the name of the task schedule, the profiledActions array contains all
generic profiling metrics, whereas the vmbytecodes array contains information pertaining to the
execution of each Tornado VM bytecode and any associated metrics. Below, we provide some examples
of the profiler’s JSON outputs.
"profile": {
"name": "",
"profiledActions": [],
"vmbytecodes": []
}

LISTING 5 EXAMPLE OF SKELETAL PROFILE BLOB
"profiledActions": [
{
"metric": "TORNADO_RUNTIME",
"j_startTime": 514116.53006,
"j_endTime": 514188.83028,
"j_totalTime": 72.30022
}
]

LISTING 6 EXAMPLE OF GENERIC METRIC
{
"task": {
"methodName": "",
"profiledActions": []
},
"bytecode": "",
"deviceId": "",
"metric": "",
"j_startTime": "",
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"j_endTime": "",
"j_totalTime": "",
"Events": [
{
"type": "",
"ocl_queuedTime": "",
"ocl_startTime": "",
"ocl_endTime": "",
"ocl_submitTime": "",
"ocl_totalTime": ""
}
]
}

LISTING 7 SKELETAL VMBYTECODE BLOB
"task": {
"methodName": "saxpy",
"profiledActions": [
{
"metric": "TORNADO_SKETCHER_COMPILATION",
"j_startTime": 514037.29839,
"j_endTime": 514111.25767,
"j_totalTime": 73.95928
},
{
"metric": "GRAAL_COMPILATION",
"j_startTime": 514128.49233,
"j_endTime": 514183.90201,
"j_totalTime": 55.40968
}
]
}

LISTING 8 EXAMPLE OF TASK BLOB
The vmbytecode outline illustrates the type of associated metrics expected, such as task information that
also includes generic compilation metrics and event metrics from OpenCL.
Profiling options: All profiling options are enabled through command line parameters. The profiler itself
is enabled with profiler.enable=true. The default output is directed to standard out, with optional
redirection to a server socket with profiler.output.server=true and to a file with profiler.output.file=true.
The default server port is 4444, changed with profiler.output.server.port and the default file output goes
to var/profiler.json, changed with profiler.output.file.file.path. The communication of the profiler with
the other parts of the E2Data stack (mainly the scheduler) will be performed through socket
communication.
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The remaining options are for convenience. JSON output can be printed with
profiler.output.prettyprint=true and the JSON can be augmented with a description for each profiling
metric with profiler.output.verbose=true.

1.2.3.3. Hardware-Aware Intelligent Elastic Scheduler
The Hardware-Aware Intelligent Elastic ScheduleR (HAIER) is a scheduler that can make educated
decisions on how to map a given workflow of data analytics tasks to the appropriate underlying hardware
for execution in order to optimize for any user-defined policy (e.g., maximize performance, minimize cost).
This section provides just a high-level overview of HAIER, since deliverable D4.1 is dedicated to the
detailed description of its architecture and internals.
HAIER aims to automatically optimize and plan the execution of complex Big Data workflows containing
both compute and data intensive operators over a pool of heterogeneous resources. In a nutshell, the
business logic of the workflow is reflected in code through the use of the Flink Big Data framework. Given
the Job Graph, i.e., the graph of involved tasks derived from Flink, and based on performance and cost
estimations for each one of them, HAIER optimizes for any user-defined optimization policy by mapping
tasks to the available heterogeneous infrastructure and by making informed decisions on the type and
amount of resources to be allocated. The final execution plan is communicated back to Flink, which
enforces it using the YARN resource manager.
At an abstract level, the user submits her code in Flink, along with the desired optimization policy (e.g.,
minimize execution time, minimize power consumption or both). The code is passed to the Flink execution
engine, where tasks are internally organized in a graph structure, the Job Graph. At this point, it is the
responsibility of HAIER to instruct Flink where to execute each task of the Job Graph. Having information
about: (a) optimization objectives provided by the user, (b) code features extracted by the Tornado
compiler, (c) the Flink Job Graph and (d) monitoring information about the available infrastructure
through the YARN resource manager, HAIER can produce the optimal execution plan, which allocates each
task to the most beneficial set of hardware resources among the available ones.
The basis of this workflow optimization process lies in the utilization or detailed models of the cost and
performance characteristics of Big Data tasks over various underlying hardware, be it CPUs, GPUs or
FPGAs. The models are stored and updated in a model library. Whenever a new workflow is run atop
HAIER, these models are used in order to intelligently assign and orchestrate workflow parts to the
available hardware according to the user optimization policy.
Once the optimal execution plan is available, Flink enforces it through a cluster management framework
that can handle heterogeneous resources, in our case YARN. During runtime, the workflow execution is
being monitored for failures and/or performance degradation. In that case, HAIER dynamically adapts to
the current conditions by creating a new execution plan for the remaining tasks.
Figure 9 depicts the architecture of HAIER and its interaction with other E2Data components and related
work packages. More details can be found in Deliverable D4.1.
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FIGURE 9 HAIER ARCHITECTURE AND ITS INTERACTION WITH OTHER COMPONENTS

1.3.

Use Case Services

The use case applications of E2Data are used as the driving force behind the development of the proposed
solutions and as a benchmark for their success. The real-world and business-related applications of the
industrial use cases have real and strict SLAs which will be used as the performance indicators of the
E2Data developed software components. Hence, at the top of the E2Data stack there are the Big Data
implementations of the use cases provided by the industry.
In a nutshell:
•

Health Analytics provide a real-time streaming health-analytics use case.

•

Natural Language Processing provides use-cases from the FinTech domain.

•

Green Buildings provide a green building scenario for achieving more energy efficient buildings
with real time stream data.

•

Biometric Security provides a use case from biometric authentication by using video recognition.

We go through each of these use cases in the following parts of the text, providing insights to their
significance, how they relate to E2Data’s context and challenges, and how they will be utilized for the
evaluation of the implemented platform.

1.3.1. Health Analytics
Accident and Emergency (A&E) hospital admissions represent one of the largest costs in the UK National
Health Service (NHS) today. According to the National Audit Office, an estimated 5.3 million emergency
hospital admissions occurred during 2012 and 2013 alone, which amounts to a total of £12.5 billion in
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costs, 19% of which were readmissions costing up £2.4 billions. The corresponding amount for European
Health Systems is multiplied.
In order to provide financial incentives for better quality hospital care, the NHS has introduced a nonpayment penalty for readmissions which occur within one month from the first discharge. It has been
shown in numerous studies that one of the most important preventive factors against readmissions of
recently discharged patients is the correct discharge and follow-up monitoring to ensure that patients
adhere to medication and lifestyle guidelines. E2Data will build upon a working system in one of the
largest London hospitals that relies on historical admission data to build a model that aims to produce a
risk of readmission for every patient that is discharged from the hospital on a daily basis. The limited
availability of hospital data is actually impairing the improvement of the prediction algorithm and, as a
result, the performance of the system. The current model correctly identifies 5% of the potential
readmission cases; the model has been trained with A&E discharge data spanning five years (2011-2015)
totaling 138,331 training patterns.
In order to improve the predictive capability of the hospital readmission risk prediction algorithm, E2Data
will enhance the patient discharge profile with profiles of highly correlated patients in terms of recent
hospital activity. In particular, patient correlations will be established based on their medical conditions.
The International Classification of Diseases (ICD), maintained by the World Health Organization (WHO),
provides a system of diagnostic codes for classifying diseases based on ICD codes. The number of unique
ICD codes identifying reasons for patient hospitalization, are in the order of magnitude of tens of
thousands. The patient’s medical condition matrix is a highly sparse matrix since most patients are
typically unlikely to suffer from most medical conditions. Furthermore, over the duration of a few years,
this matrix, for a normal size hospital, is likely to expand to the order of 10 elements. E2Data will extract
patient correlations from this matrix for the purpose of enhancing a readmission risk prediction model
through the use of Model-Based Collaborative Filtering, a method that has been shown to be extremely
successful for identifying correlations.
10

Model-based Collaborative Filtering has received significant attention mainly as an unsupervised learning
method for latent variable decomposition and dimensionality reduction. Collaborative Filtering can be
formulated by approximating a matrix by alternating least squares (ALS). Once the decomposed matrices
(corresponding to patients and medical conditions) are obtained, various operations can be performed
on them calculating pairwise patient similarity scores. ALS is an iterative algorithm and can be very slow
and computationally expensive but lends itself to parallel implementations. The key matrix operations
required to implement the algorithm are: a) matrix inversion, b) dot product calculation, and c) a sum of
squared errors calculation to check when the convergence criterion has been met. In order to support
daily execution of factorization routines, it is important to accelerate the ALS task which can be an
expensive operation for large matrices.

1.3.2. Natural Language Processing
Processing of unstructured data (text) is a powerful tool, necessary to extract knowledge from articles and
messages, including social media. It is applied within several business domains to support variant types
of operations, where sentiment analysis and opinion mining are of significant role (i.e. tourism, marketing,
press). In the financial sector, processing of online text and order streams is useful when you need to
correlate financial news with trade facts, especially when fraud detection is the focus. In this context,
complex natural language processing (NLP) algorithms are aiming to identify syntax patterns, correlate
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phrases and words with lexical and semantic resources and score or annotate expressions and text
entities. Extreme time constraints make the execution of such algorithms, harder to achieve their business
goals.
Critical language processing algorithms are falling in the critical path in the knowledge extraction process;
therefore, acceleration is considered as a solution towards enhanced performance. However,
experimenting on heterogeneous computation resources, measuring and migrating algorithmic solutions
of a software product to FPGAs/GPUs needs investment in time and effort in respect to code development
and rewriting on different programming languages. Moreover, scalability and elasticity must be assured
in prior. Hence, solutions must be solid and trustworthy to support productization; otherwise,
programming languages and tools with heterogeneous-aware abilities can provide the easy means to
follow such migration paths. E2data objectives are aligned to industry goals: performance efficiency gains
by heterogeneous hardware and development flexibility based on run-time intelligence.
The Language Processing use case will focus on processing large amounts of messages from social media,
such as Twitter, in order to perform semantic information extraction, sentiment analysis, summarization,
interpretation and organization of content. Such analysis occurs by extracting from each document
phrases with specific syntactic forms. The process uses a number of different dictionary types storing a
diverse range of information from word lists (vocabularies) to complex networks structures, expressing
syntactic patterns. These dictionaries provide hints with which each document (or just a message, i.e. a
tweet) is going to be marked. The execution involves critical and complex algorithms (words proximity,
fuzzy matching, etc.) that are invoked upon each new text, thus requiring their acceleration in order to
become as efficient and scalable as possible.
Three of the most important NLP engine types incorporate functions which will be accelerated. The
common characteristics of these engines are: a) they use a type of dictionary that is static and constant,
and b) they work in stream mode, i.e. we feed the engine with input (words or texts) and they return
answers. The engine types that will be accelerated are:
1. Lexicographical fuzzy matching search in vocabularies using Directed Acyclic Graph Words which
is a deterministic acyclic finite state automaton that can be accessed with regular expressions.
Levenshtein distances between the dictionary words and the input words can be also used.
2. Statistical fuzzy matching and classification applied in multiword expressions and/or documents
using cosine similarity or TFIDF applied on words or q-grams. Okapi BM25, which is a similar to
the TFIDF algorithm for ranking documents is also candidate code to be accelerated through the
E2data platform.
3. Fuzzy matching of multiword expressions using Compressed Tries. Compressed Tries are used as
indexes to various types of lexicons (morphological, terminological, syntactical, etc.).
E2Data platform will be stressed by demanding and realistic datasets; high volumes and rates will be
injected that need to be processed to provide real-time response which is required.
The framework will be stressed-out in terms of transaction latency and operational throughput. Energy
efficiency and development efficiency will be also among the key evaluation criteria within E2data
experimentation.

1.3.3. Green Buildings
Raising awareness among young people and changing their habits concerning energy usage is considered
key in achieving a sustainable energy behavior. In this context, the European Union considers
environmental education one of the most prominent instruments to influence human behavior towards
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sustainability [1] while educational buildings constitute 17% of the EU non-residential building stock [2]
Moreover, a key objective of energy efficiency initiatives in schools is making students aware that energy
consumption is influenced by the sum of individual behaviors and that simple behavior changes and
interventions have a tangible impact towards energy savings [3] Affecting the behavioral characteristics
of human interaction with buildings will have a great impact on the overall reduction of the energy
consumption throughout the EU. IoT technologies can allow real-time feedback on the impact of all
actions, while environmental parameter measurements enable the conception and realization of diverse
people-centric applications and scenarios. The availability of actual measurements of environmental
parameters, such as energy consumption, indoor and outdoor luminosity, temperature, noise, and so on,
enables the conception and realization of a number of diverse education-related applications and
scenarios: teachers can use collected data and analytics during the class to explain basic phenomena
related to the parameters monitored, or they organize projects where students monitor such parameters
at their class or home.
To this end, a large IoT infrastructure is installed in 25 educational buildings in Greece, Italy and Sweden,
currently resulting in a total number of 1050 sensing endpoints and growing, since this infrastructure is
going to be further expanded in the context of E2Data (and is expected to reach over 1300 by the end of
the project). It provides energy consumption-related data for each school, as well as outdoor and indoor
environmental data for a number of classrooms in each building. The energy consumption meters monitor
the overall electricity consumption, as well as in specific building sectors/floors, depending on the actual
building layout. Such data are complemented by indoor and outdoor environmental data for temperature,
humidity, room occupancy, noise levels, luminosity, and other sensors that can paint an accurate picture
of the environmental conditions inside and outside the aforementioned buildings.
In its current setup, this deployment produces daily around 400 MB of data, resulting in a yearly data
volume of over 140 GB. Within the coming months, as noted above, we expect these figures to slightly
increase.
In this context, sensors comprising the E2Data IoT infrastructure generate, handle, transfer and store a
tremendous amount of data, which is difficult to be processed in an efficient manner using current
platforms and techniques. More specifically, big data analysis algorithms and techniques, such as
clustering, regression, classification and pattern recognition, will be deployed in E2Data in order to allow
superior computational efficiency and enable processing pipelines that will allow real-time monitoring of
a certain building’s energy behavior.
Overall, the E2Data stack will help to rapidly process the constantly accumulated data in the edge by
utilizing heterogeneous resources, integrating certain scheduling techniques for parallel processing with
a certain level of reliability and efficiency, which is considered important for tackling the issues generated
by thousands of parallel deployments of sensors per building, each generating data that needs to be
processed almost in real-time. In terms of real-world results, the datasets will help to reveal emerging
patterns directly related to the energy footprint of school buildings. Additionally, this specific use case
intends to expose real-world metrics of energy efficiency alterations inflicted by certain user-oriented
actions and building interventions, which remain unnoticed up until today due to the lack of hardware
platforms that perform data flow analysis, profiling, and generic data scrutinizing in an efficient manner.
Datasets of such volume, when injected in the E2Data platform, could strain the architecture. The
framework will be stressed-out in terms of end-to-end latency, maximum operational throughput, and
adequate execution time, all important factors in terms of capacity and performance.
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1.3.4. Biometric Security
The inadequacy of passwords as an authentication method has long been acknowledged, both from a
security and user experience point of view. While alternative techniques have been improving in recent
years, most notably those making use of biometric face-based methods, there have also emerged a new
generation of spoofing algorithms, unprecedented in their sophistication and increasingly available to the
public at little or no cost. This development has created a dangerous asymmetry between the legitimate
holders of identity information, such as banks and governments, and hackers who wish to compromise
and exploit that information.
To address this problem, E2Data will offer a one-time biometric authentication service using facial
verification to guarantee the identity and genuine presence of a user against their credentials. It will do
this with unprecedented accuracy, achieving a negligible error rate for both false negatives and false
positives. It will be able to detect a wide spectrum of spoofing attacks and use machine learning to
continually improve detection capability.
A typical use-case would be as a third-party secure access controller for high-risk online transactions such
as setting up additional payees on bank accounts or interactions with government departments. The
“liveness” (anti-spoofing) component verifies that an actual human is present and a real face is being
shown to the camera. It is therefore capable of detecting mask attacks (in which the attacker wears a
realistic mask of someone else), and replay-attacks (in which the attacker presents a video of someone
else to the camera).
Liveness detection is achieved by means of a variety of techniques including machine learning and
traditional image processing. Handling of a single user session requires computationally expensive
techniques to be run against both video streams and individual frames within the video stream with
minimal latency. In addition, millions of historical data must be processed for training purposes. This must
currently be done offline from the production platform, and therefore cannot differentiate between
classes of service required for different types of transactions. E2Data will be able to meet the dual
challenge of intensive computational workloads and differentiated quality of service to deliver a high
availability and performant anti-spoofing service.
One of the key algorithms that the authentication service uses is called Color Morph. Color Morph is
essentially a way of stripping identity information off of a live face capture by mapping an individual’s face
onto a standard model face. The transformed images can then be fed into the anti-spoofing pipeline, free
of interfering noise.
Color Morph is ideal for massive parallelization. A linear transform is applied independently to every pixel
in the input image, allowing for a totally multi-threaded execution. In addition, E2Data will execute the
algorithm in variable heterogeneous environments, taking advantage of hardware acceleration without
the need for a human developer to create handcrafted code to exploit the hardware. E2Data will thus be
enabled to offer truly secure authentication at an acceptable price and performance level to key societal
institutions whom we routinely trust with our most sensitive information.
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2. Application Programming Interfaces
In this Section, we provide a thorough definition and walkthrough on the Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) defined or utilized in the context of the project requirements. Having defined in previous
Section the key components of the E2Data, in this Section we define and analyze the interactions required
between them for the seamless operation of the E2Data stack. Then, we describe and analyze the APIs
capable to realize the communication for each identified interaction.

2.1 E2Data Components Interaction
TABLE 1 INTERACTIONS BETWEEN E2DATA SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

Component

Consumer

Data exchanged

Apache Flink
Client

Tornado frontend compiler

Optimized Flink job graph

Front-end
compiler

HAIER

Code Features

Profiler

HAIER and
Resource
Manager
(Apache YARN)

Apache Flink
Client

HAIER

Execution profile
(performance, power, etc.)
of each code segment on
the heterogeneous
hardware.
Optimization policy

Resource
Manager
(Apache
YARN)
HAIER

HAIER

Information on cluster
availability

Apache Flink
Job Manager

Execution plan

Apache Flink
Job Manager

Apache Flink
Task Manager

Task encapsulating parts of
the Flink application

Apache Flink
Task
Managers

Tornado
Framework

Code to be executed on
heterogeneous hardware.

API
Task-based API which wraps Java
bytecode implementing job UDFs
and parallelization contracts
Task-based API for defining input
code and JSON-formatted output
with code features
JSON-formatted output file with
performance metric (explained in
Subsection 1.2.3.2.)

Description of the objective that
needs to be optimized (throughput,
power, etc.)
Information about which CPUs and
accelerators are available

The execution plan that HAIER
computes is passed to Flink in order
to be enforced. Enriched job graph
containing scheduling information on
different devices and modified
parallelism.
Internal Flink API which is extended
to execute tasks on device-specific
task slots
Task based API (Tornado’s tasks and
task schedules) as illustrated in
Section 1.2.1.3

As explained in Section 1.2.2, the Tornado framework will enable the heterogeneous execution of Apache
Flink through E2Data’s vertical integrated software stack. These interactions are described in more detail
below. Table 1 summarizes the interactions between different components of the E2Data software stack.
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Apache Flink Client: The Apache Flink client receives the Flink application from the user. The application
is represented as a data flow graph (“job graph”, see Subsection 1.2.1.1) which is already optimized by
Flink to group computations and reduce data movement over the network. This job graph is passed to the
Tornado Front-end compiler to extract code features and attributes of the Flink application.
Both the Front-end compiler and the profiler components are parts of the general Tornado Framework.
In essence, we use subcomponents of the Tornado framework to achieve functionalities and interactions
with the remaining parts of the E2Data stack.
Front-end compiler: The Tornado framework has a two-tier compilation process. First, Java bytecodes are
compiled to OpenCL-C code and, then, the OpenCL-C code is compiled by the low-level device
compiler/drivers to assembly code for the appropriate target device. We use the term front-end compiler
to describe the first part of the compilation chain (Java bytecode to OpenCL-C). During this compilation
process, code features and attributes will be extracted. In turn, this information will be communicated to
the HAIER scheduler in order to use the ML models and predict the device on which the particular Java
code (method granularity) will perform “better”. The decision-making process will also factor in userdefined objectives such as: “high-performance”, “energy-efficiency”, etc., in order to find the best device
or combination of devices for any segment of executed code.
Profiler: The Tornado profiler is invoked at the node level upon execution of the Tornado framework. The
profiler will report performance and power numbers of the executed code and communicate them to the
HAIER scheduler and the Resource Manager (indirectly through the HAIER scheduler) in order to track the
execution performance and perform any mitigation actions in case the SLAs are not satisfied. For example,
use a higher performing GPU or a different accelerator if the performance is not high, or even reduce
performance for energy efficiency by using an FPGA compare to a high-end GPU.
Tornado Framework: The Tornado framework handles the execution of Java code (stand-alone or through
Apache Flink) on heterogeneous hardware accelerators. In the E2Data stack, the Tornado framework will
be integrated with Apache Flink’s Task Managers through its task-based API.
HAIER: HAIER, as described in Section 1.2.3.3, is responsible for producing the best execution plan of a
workflow, considering the available hardware resources and the performance and power consumption
characteristics of the given code when executed over different processing units. Thus, HAIER interacts
with: (a) the Client Application to get the use-defined optimization policy, (b) the Tornado front-end
compiler to derive code features, (c) the Tornado profiler to get performance and power metrics of the
executed code, (d) the Resource Manager to obtain information about the available heterogeneous
infrastructure and (e) the heterogeneous Big Data Framework to get the job graph of the workflow and
return the enhanced job graph, i.e., the execution plan that maps tasks to specific hardware devices and
decides on the exact amount of resources to be allocated.
Apache Flink Job Manager: The Apache Flink Job Manager distributes individual parts of the Flink
application, so-called tasks, to task slots on different nodes (see Section 1.2.1.2). E2Data extends this
internal API to distribute the tasks to device-specific task slots according to the decisions made by the
HAIER scheduler.
Apache Flink Task Manager: Task Managers provide task slots which execute parts of the Flink
application. E2Data extends Task Managers with device-specific task slots, if hardware accelerators are
installed on the cluster nodes. Device-specific task slots hand of execution to the Tornado Framework
using Tornado’s task schedule API.
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2.2 Heterogeneous-aware Big Data Framework Layer
As described in Section 1.2.1, the E2Data Big Data architecture extends Apache Flink to represent different
computation devices in a heterogeneous cluster and to schedule and execute parts of a Flink application
on the most suitable computation device. To this end, it integrates with the HAIER scheduler to decide
which parts of a Flink application should be executed on which type of device (see Section 1.2.3.3), and
with the Tornado framework to execute parts of a Flink application on hardware accelerators, such as
GPUs and FPGAs (see Section 1.2.2). We also have to modify two central Flink components, the
JobManager and the TaskManager, to represent different computation devices and schedule tasks on
them.

2.2.1 Big Data Framework APIs
In Apache Flink, the TaskManager provides a configurable number of task slots to the JobManager (see
Section 1.2.1.2). These are rebranded as CPU task slots in E2Data. In addition, the TaskManager provides
a configurable number of device type-specific task slots, e.g., GPU task slots or FPGA task slots.

FIGURE 10 TASKSLOT AND SLOTMANAGER CLASS DIAGRAMS
Figure 10 shows the partial class diagrams representing different task slot types. The generic TaskSlot class
in Apache Flink is augmented with three device-specific task slot classes which derive from the original
class. Among other information, each task slot tracks its state and the assigned job. It also encapsulates a
device-specific resource profile describing its capabilities. The available task slots in a Flink cluster are
maintained in the SlotManager class. From this class, the JobManager requests a task slot to execute a
subtask with a certain resource profile. The class is extended to track different device-specific task slots.
The JobManager also has to determine on which type of device a task should be executed. This decision
is made by the HAIER scheduler with the help of the Tornado profiler. These APIs are described in Section
2.3.2 and Section 2.3.3, respectively.

2.3 Hardware-Aware Intelligent Elastic Resource Scheduling Layer
In this Section, we describe the Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) that are used for the
communication of the Hardware-Aware Intelligent Elastic ScheduleR (HAIER) and the other modules of
the E2Data software stack. HAIER needs to communicate with five external systems, namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Apache Flink Client;
The Apache Flink Job Manager;
The Tornado Front-End compiler;
The Tornado Profiler;
The resource manager (Apache YARN).
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The interaction with the first two components (i.e., the Client Application and Flink) is achieved through
the API calls that HAIER exposes. In contrast to that, for the remaining external systems there is an
opposite direction of communication; it is HAIER that calls the APIs of Tornado and YARN. The
communication flow and the APIs are illustrated in the following diagram.

FIGURE 11 HAIER INTERACTIONS

2.3.1 HAIER – Flink Client
The Flink client is the program used for submitting a new E2Data job. As the decision-making module of
E2Data can support optimization according to any user-defined metric (e.g., throughput, energy
consumption), the user should be able to inform HAIER about the metric of interest for the specific job.
Moreover, different metrics may come with different optimization objectives. For example, a user may
want to maximize throughput but minimize energy consumption. Thus, according to the selected metric,
HAIER may need to solve a maximization or minimization problem. Finally, an E2Data job is not a
standalone task but a graph of interconnected tasks. Optimizing for each task separately does not yield
the global optimal solution. Thus, a cost function that operates over the whole graph should also be
defined. For instance, let us consider two connected nodes of such a graph. If throughput is the metric of
interest, the total cost is the minimum throughput achieved. However, if energy consumption is the case,
the total cost is the sum of consumed energy in both nodes. All the above define the user-policy that
HAIER should respect and are communicated through the setPolicy method that is called by the Client
Application. A summary can be found in Appendix A2.

2.3.2 HAIER – Flink Job Manager API
The second component with which HAIER communicates is the Apache Flink Job Manager. In Flink
terminology, a submitted application is transformed to a Job Graph. This is an abstract task graph that
describes the data flow of a job. Subsequently, Flink considers the configuration of the job and the
capacity of the cluster and creates the Execution Graph: an expanded version of the initial graph that
contains task-placement information and the parallelism of each task. Since the intelligent scheduler of
E2Data should overwrite the default decisions of Flink, it needs to intercept the creation of the Execution
Graph. In the E2Data architecture, Flink sends the Job Graph to HAIER and HAIER computes an optimal
plan for the job. After planning, the scheduler returns back to Flink the computed Execution Graph. This
process is achieved with the scheduleTaskGraph method that is called by Flink. A summary can be found
in Appendix A2.
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2.3.3 Tornado Profiler – HAIER API
The Tornado profiler, as explained in Subsection 1.2.3.2, does not directly communicate with the other
parts of E2Data’s stack. Instead, an asynchronous indirect communication link via TCP/IP sockets will be
established between Tornado and the E2Data scheduler. Tornado will profile the execution of every code
on any hardware device it runs and generate the profile information per code segment. The execution
profile of each method (or task) is a JSON-formatted text file which will be sent via an open socket to the
E2Data scheduler. The E2Data scheduler in turn will read the execution profile and use this data to refine
its internal ML models. Figure 11 illustrates the aforementioned interactions.
HAIER also needs to interact with the Tornado Virtual Machine. Each task of a user’s application may have
different characteristics and, thus, different computational requirements. There are data-parallel tasks
that can benefit from the parallelism of hardware accelerators and tasks that suit better to the CPU
execution model. For making optimal decisions, the scheduler should have access to the intrinsic
characteristics/features of each task. These features are extracted by the front-end compiler of Tornado
and can be obtained in JSON format through the getCodeFeatures method.

2.3.4 HAIER – YARN API
The last E2Data component that HAIER contacts is the Apache YARN resource manager. When taking task
placement decisions, the scheduler needs to be informed on the availability of the cluster. As in the E2Data
architecture, it is YARN that is responsible for monitoring physical resources, HAIER uses the YARN REST
API for acquiring cluster information. By issuing a GET request to http://<rm http
address:port>/ws/v1/cluster/nodes, we can obtain a JSON string with information on the availability of all
nodes in a cluster. Since YARN treats GPUs and FPGAs as common resources like CPUs and memory, the
returned JSON contains information for these devices, as well. The following JSON contains part of the
response of such a GET request. In this cluster, the resources tracked by YARN are: memory-mb, vcores
and yarn.io/gpu. It is observed that the demonstrated node of the cluster contains three GPU devices and
at the time when the GET request was issued, all of them were available.
"usedResource": {
"memory": 0,
"vCores": 0,
"resourceInformations": {
"resourceInformation": [
{
"maximumAllocation": 9223372036854775807,
"minimumAllocation": 0,
"name": "memory-mb",
"resourceType": "COUNTABLE",
"units": "Mi",
"value": 0
},
{
"maximumAllocation": 9223372036854775807,
"minimumAllocation": 0,
"name": "vcores",
"resourceType": "COUNTABLE",
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"units": "",
"value": 0
},
{
"maximumAllocation": 9223372036854775807,
"minimumAllocation": 0,
"name": "yarn.io/gpu",
"resourceType": "COUNTABLE",
"units": "",
"value": 0
}
]
}
},
"availableResource": {
"memory": 8192,
"vCores": 40,
"resourceInformations": {
"resourceInformation": [
{
"maximumAllocation": 9223372036854775807,
"minimumAllocation": 0,
"name": "memory-mb",
"resourceType": "COUNTABLE",
"units": "Mi",
"value": 8192
},
{
"maximumAllocation": 9223372036854775807,
"minimumAllocation": 0,
"name": "vcores",
"resourceType": "COUNTABLE",
"units": "",
"value": 40
},
{
"maximumAllocation": 9223372036854775807,
"minimumAllocation": 0,
"name": "yarn.io/gpu",
"resourceType": "COUNTABLE",
"units": "",
"value": 3
}
]
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}
}

LISTING 9 EXAMPLE OF YARN JSON RESPONSE FOR A CLUSTER RESOURCES

2.4 Heterogeneous JVM execution engine Layer
One of the key design principles of Tornado is simplicity. For that reason, Tornado provides a minimal API
that works alongside existing code without forcing developers to unnecessarily re-write their code. We
achieve that by providing support for expressing data-parallelism by allowing developers to markup any
data-parallel loops with the @Parallel annotation. The annotation does not alter the semantics of the
existing code. Instead, it just informs the Tornado compiler that each loop iteration can be performed
independently and it is safe for loop iterations to be executed across multiple threads. A fundamental
feature of Tornado is its portability across various hardware resources. For this reason, Tornado prohibits
developers from deliberately parallelizing code for a specific architecture by not providing a mechanism
to explicitly map code onto individual threads. Furthermore, Tornado encourages developers not to
specialize data-parallel code for a specific accelerator by using techniques such as loop-tiling — as these
are device specific and, therefore, restrict portability. Instead, Tornado offers the capability of dynamically
configuring (or tuning) each instance of data-parallel code. This is achieved by providing developers with
a programmatic way of manipulating each instance of their data-parallel code. This allows them to control
the compiler and runtime configuration for each instance, for example, allowing them to dynamically
select a different parallelization strategy or work-group size. To realize this, Tornado employs a task-based
programming model where each instance of data-parallel code is referred to as a task.
Each task is analogous to the execution of a single OpenCL kernel and encapsulates the code to execute,
the data it should operate on, and some metadata that contain both the compiler and runtime
configurations for the task. As data-parallel code is always enclosed within a task, we use tasks as the
basic unit of scheduling for heterogeneous code. Developers have the ability to map each task onto a
different device in the following ways: in the application (either statically or dynamically), automatically
by the Tornado runtime system, or as a tuning parameter on the command line.
A key feature of Tornado is composability — the ability to write applications with many tasks that have
complex data-dependencies. To achieve this, tasks are not executed directly by the application. Instead,
they are scheduled indirectly via a task-schedule which provides the Tornado runtime system greater
scope for optimizing the execution of tasks. In effect, the task-schedule provides developers with an easy
way to compose complex processing pipelines which might run multiple tasks across multiple
accelerators. The task-schedule exists to shield developers from the complexities of scheduling datamovement in complex applications. The result is that Tornado is able to infer all data-movement from the
task-schedule and automatically exploit any available task-parallelism within it. Moreover, Tornado
enables task-schedules to be executed asynchronously and, hence, developers do not need to wait for
their completion. This allows them to overlap code execution between the application running on the JVM
and the code running on the accelerators automatically.
public class VectorAddition {
// Method to be executed on the parallel device (eg. GPU)
public static void vectorAdd(float[] a, float[] b, float[] c) {
for (@Parallel int i = 0; i < c.length; i++) {
c[i] = a[i] + b[i];
}
}
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LISTING 10 EXAMPLE OF THE TASK PARALLEL API
new TaskSchedule("taskGroup1") // new group of Tasks
.task("task1", VectorAddition::vectorAdd, a, b, c) // task 1
.streamOut(c) // copy out from the device to host
.execute(); // run the task (Tornado bytecode generation, Tornado tasks
graph,
// OpenCL JIT compilation and execution)

LISTING 11 EXAMPLE OF THE TASK SCHEDULE API
Listing 11 shows a snippet of code that composes a task schedule using the method in Listing 10. Line 1
creates a task-schedule with the name taskGroup1. Line 2 sets the input variables to be copied to the
device. One important aspect when running on parallel accelerators, such as GPUs, is that accelerators
normally have different memory spaces. For this reason, Tornado exposes an operation to indicate which
variables need to be copied to the device. However, this call is optional. The optimizing runtime will obtain
all variables that are needed to execute the tasks automatically.
Line 3 creates the task with the name task1. Note that names are strings of characters and they are mainly
created to simplify the task composition for the final user. The task-invocation also receives a reference
to the method that is going to be compiled, plus all input parameters. In this case, we are compiling the
method described in Listing 10. Line 4 indicates which set of variables need to be copied back from the
device to the host (mainly the CPU). In this way, the runtime can optimize unnecessary data transfers in
a safe manner. Finally, line 5 invokes the execute method. The Tornado execution is, in fact, delayed until
the user invokes this method.
For a more detailed description of Tornado’s APIs and functionalities please refer to [6] [7] [8]

2.4.1 Tornado – Task Manager APIs
As described in Section 1.2.1, a task in Flink consists of one or more nodes of a data flow graph that
represents the Flink job. These nodes are either data sources or sinks, or more importantly, data
transformation operations. Data transformation can contain user-defined code which implements the
client application. The Flink TaskManager receives tasks and executes them in a task slot. As described in
Section 2.2.1, E2Data represents hardware accelerators, such as GPUs and FPGAs, as customized GPU or
FPGA task slot, and the JobManager distributes tasks to the appropriate task slot depending on the
decisions by the HAIER scheduler. Within a GPU or FPGA task slot, the actual computation is then handed
off to Tornado as described below.
Apache Flink processes each tuple individually as it flows through the data flow graph. However, to utilize
GPUs effectively, we have to offload a larger batch of data to them, i.e., we have to change the granularity
of operations in Apache Flink. To this end, we have intervened in the way the Task Managers process the
task messages that they receive from the Job Manager and, on the way, they execute the tasks assigned
to them. The current integration effort has identified three distinct types of operations (tasks) of Apache
Flink that are being handled by the Tornado Framework:
DataSource Task: In the Apache Flink-Tornado version, upon receiving this message, we access the input
data, which is stored in a Java Collection, and copy all this information in arrays of primitives (i.e. int,
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double, float etc.). The reason for this step is that, at the moment, Tornado operates only on arrays of
primitive types so by creating these arrays we make the input data accessible to Tornado.
Various Execution Tasks: The Task Managers receive the transformation tasks (for instance Map Tasks,
Reduce Tasks etc.), which will be applied to the input datasets. At this point of execution, in the original
Flink implementation, the user function defined in the transformation task would have been applied to
the elements of the dataset, and the result would have been collected either as an input for another
transformation or as the final output. In our integrated framework, we skip all these steps and instead we
just store in a buffer the user functions that correspond to each transformation.
DataSink Task: When it is deployed to the Task Managers, it signifies the end of the computation.
Originally, the DataSink operation just receives the output produced by the last transformation and
returns it using a predefined form (the final output could be returned either in a file format, as a console
output etc.). In our integrated framework, receiving the DataSink operation signifies that all the necessary
information for the computation has been received by the Task Managers and, therefore, that we are
ready to create our Task Schedules. Consequently, at this point, we “freeze” the DataSink Task and we
proceed with performing the actual computation. The appropriate Tornado Task Schedules are created,
taking into consideration the data dependencies between the tasks – ideally, we would like to group all
the tasks with data dependencies on the same Task Schedule in order to reduce the overhead caused by
copying data back to the host memory.
For instance, let’s assume two user-defined map functions on the Flink Client side. The first map function
is implemented in the user class ArrayAddition, in which a constant value is added to each element of the
input dataset. The second map function, that is defined in the DoubleMultArray class, receives the output
of the aforementioned map transformation and multiplies each of its elements by two. Listing 12
illustrates how a Tornado Task Schedule containing these two operations would be implemented at the
Task Manager level. This Task Schedule would consist of two tasks. The first task would contain the
following: the map function defined in the ArrayAddition class, a primitive array arr that stores the input
and an output array sum. The second task would consist of the map function defined in the
DoubleMultArray class, the array sum, and the primitive array mult, which would store the final output.
In this scenario, since the output of task “t0” is used as the input of task “t1”, we grouped these tasks in
the same Task Schedule to enable the Tornado runtime to perform data transfer optimizations.
public class Task {
...
new TaskSchedule("s0")
.task("t0", ArrayAddition::tmap, arr, sum)
.task("t1", DoubleMultArray::tmap, sum, mult)
.streamOut(output2);
...
}

LISTING 12 AN EXAMPLE OF TORNADO-FLINK INTEGRATION WITH TWO MAP FUNCTIONS
After the Tornado execution is completed, the DataSink task “wakes up”, and uses the final output that
was streamed out by Tornado, as the final result of the computation. The execution then proceeds as in
the original version of Flink.
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Figure 12 provides a brief overview of our integrated system. Our contributions are presented in light
yellow.

FIGURE 12 CURRENT STATUS OF TORNADO-FLINK INTEGRATION
Our work in [9] details the challenges and the current integration steps between Apache Flink and
Tornado. Since this is work-in-progress, a number of trade-offs are being encountered during this
integration. Therefore, the APIs currently used are subject to change until the final integrated version as
stated by the DOA.
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3. Deployment & Development
E2Data changes the de facto scale-out or homogeneous scale-up model in which applications are
partitioned and sent for execution on CPU nodes, that is being used today. Instead of this current
approach, E2Data provides a deployment capable to intelligently identify the parts of the applications that
can be hardware-accelerated and, based on the current hardware resources, will dynamically send tasks
for execution on the most suitable nodes. The suitability of the nodes is defined both in terms of
processing capabilities and energy efficiency, since these factors have an effect on processing time, overall
platform cost and end-user perception.
The evaluation will be conducted on both high-performing x86 and low-power ARM cluster architectures
representing realistic execution scenarios of real-world deployments. Such evaluation will include the
correct operation of the entire E2Data system on large-scale data sets, the correct operation of
heterogeneous accelerators on both x86 and ARM Architectures, as well as the performance/power gains
on available benchmarks and use cases. For the holistic system evaluation concerning the efficiency and
the performance of the E2Data stack, standard benchmarking tools are utilized providing adequate
baselines, which will help to showcase the potential benefits of E2Data’s solutions.
In this Section, we describe the project’s deployment processes and the testbeds utilized for the
deployment of the software stack and the evaluation of the E2Data stack performance. Afterwards, we
present the Agile methodologies followed on the E2Data software development.

3.1 E2Data Deployment Testbeds
The deployment of the E2Data components stack is realized in an Apache Hadoop YARN cluster [11] a
cluster resource management framework which allows to run various distributed applications on top of a
cluster. The project’s big data framework, more specifically the Apache Flink, is capable of running on top
of YARN in addition to other applications. Figure 13 illustrates the E2Data testbed cluster, which relies
heavily on Apache Hadoop, a collection of open-source software utilities that enable massive data
manipulation through large computational capacity. An integral element of Apache Hadoop is the YARN
Resource Manager, responsible for resource management operations such as tracking resource
consumption/availability and also job life-cycle management such as scheduling individual tasks of the
job, tracking progress, and providing fault-tolerance for the executed tasks. YARN operates on the socalled master node, while the nodes called workers complete the cluster. The worker nodes have simple
responsibilities, such as launching and tearing down tasks on orders from the Resource Manager, and
provide task status information to the Resource Manager periodically.
The Hadoop YARN version utilized in the project is 3.1.1. A prerequisite of a Hadoop YARN deployment is
the installation and configuration of Hadoop DFS for the needs of the Hadoop YARN cluster operations.
The installation of the E2Data Hadoop YARN cluster starts with the proper networking configuration of
the cluster nodes to ensure seamless connectivity between them. After selecting a node on the cluster
that will play the role of the deployment’s master node, the Tornado compiled JVM is installed in the
remaining cluster nodes while the software environment is setup on the preparation of the Hadoop
nodes. For security reasons, a dedicated user account with only the appropriate permissions is created on
each cluster node, thus limiting user access that could potentially compromise the cluster’s functionality.
The next step includes configuring the cluster’s file system, namely HDFS, on both master and worker
nodes. Proper HDFS configuration will render the cluster capable of sharing data in a redundant and
efficient manner, since HDFS functionality will be now expanded on all nodes. At this point, the master
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node will host the Hadoop NameNode and SecondaryNameNode, while each worker will host a Hadoop
DataNode each with HDFS successfully deployed. With the HDFS running, and after the appropriate YARN
configuration on master and worker nodes, there is a YARN Resource Manager instance deployed on the
master node, paired with corresponding YARN Node Managers to the worker nodes. Finalizing this, this
step indicates that Hadoop YARN cluster is successfully deployed, is operating properly, and it is now
possible to deploy the project’s big data framework, namely Apache Flink, on top of the newly deployed
YARN cluster.
Under the auspices of E2Data project, Apache Flink version 1.6.2 is utilized. Apache Flink provides a
dedicated YARN client for interacting with the Yarn cluster, an activity made possible through a Flink YARN
Session. The YARN client is able to access the Hadoop configuration in order to interact with the YARN
resource manager and HDFS. As illustrated in Figure 13, when starting a new Flink YARN session, the client
first checks if the requested resources (containers and memory) are available. Afterwards, it uploads a
JAR that contains Flink and the configuration to HDFS. The next step of the client is to request a YARN
container to start the YARN App Master (AM). Since the client registered the configuration and JAR as a
resource for the container, the Node Manager of YARN running on that particular node will take care of
preparing the container and the YARN AM is started.
The Flink JobManager and AM are running in the same container. Once they successfully initiated, the AM
generates a new Flink configuration file for the Flink TaskManagers so that they can connect to the Flink
JobManager. The file is also uploaded to HDFS. Afterwards, the AM starts allocating the containers for
Flink’s TaskManagers, which will download the JAR file and the modified configuration from the HDFS.
Upon successfully completing these steps, Apache Flink is operational and ready to accept Jobs.

FIGURE 13 E2DATA TESTBED DEPLOYMENT
Hardware: E2Data will be evaluated on two different testbeds, one based on standard Intel x86 servers
and one using servers based on ARM AArch64 technology. A more detailed description of the current set
of technologies used in the first version of the deployment testbeds for the project is included in
deliverable D6.2 “Prototype V1 and preliminary evaluation”.
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In terms of hardware platforms of choice, the consortium has attempted to provide a representative view
of the currently available situation in the market today, but also to be compatible with current trends that
appear to be gaining importance. In this sense, E2Data’s evaluation testbeds include both x86-based and
ARM Aarch64-based hardware. Although Intel currently dominates the server market with, according to
recent projections, 98% of the server market, changes to the types of loads and applications supported
by server infrastructure indicate that there will a be a shift to a more diverse server infrastructure, in order
to support such changes in a more efficient manner, both in terms of processing and efficiency.
In this context, hardware accelerators have become extremely popular for Machine Learning and general
Big Data Analytics workloads, since they often outperform general purpose CPU-based implementations,
due to their massive execution parallelism capabilities [12] This fact has motivated cloud vendors to start
including specialized hardware accelerators in their offerings, alongside general purpose CPUs (e.g.,
Amazon's EC2 Elastic GPUs [13] or FPGA instances [14] Google's TPU [15] and Microsoft’s Project Catapult
[16]
Furthermore, Amazon has recently announced its own line of ARM-based server CPUs called Graviton [17]
This is a change that potentially justifies the overall approach taken by E2Data, since Amazon currently
represents nearly a third [18] of the cloud services market. Moreover, since, as mentioned above, there
is a very clear trend towards the adoption of FPGA-based technologies, especially in the area of machine
learning, the project has opted to utilize FPGAs in its deployment. Such components will be made available
in the coming months as parts of the project’s testbeds; the hardware components are being tested for
integration with the rest of the platform.
The consortium is also considering to utilize related technologies, similar to the ones mentioned in
previous paragraphs, to investigate the application of parts of the E2Data software stack on the level of
edge computing.

3.1.1 Testbeds Specifications
Kaleao provides a heterogeneous testbed consisting of fully populated Kmax-Blade with 16 multi-core
Arm processors. Each processor is attached to a Mali GPU. Additionally, an “Ultra scale” Xilinx FPGA is
provided on the same network infrastructure to add to the heterogeneity. Table 2 summarizes the
specifications of the Kaleao testbed.
TABLE 2 KALEAO TESTBED SPECIFICATIONS

Blade ID

Compute Nodes

Servers

Core

Mali GPU

1
4
16
8
16
2
4
16
8
16
3
4
16
8
16
4
4
16
8
16
Moreover, a new FPGA board will be installed in Kaleao cluster. The specifications of this FPGA board are
listed in details in Table 3.
TABLE 3 KALEAO FPGA BOARD SPECIFICATIONS
FPGA Hardware

Xilinx “Ultrascale+”

Quad-core

4GB DDR4 to PS

512MB DDR4 to PL
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The ICCS testbed consists of four multi-core machines, each of which has also attached a set of hardware
accelerators. For the time being, only GPU accelerators have been installed. The detailed specifications
are presented in Table 4 below.
TABLE 4 ICCS TESTBED SPECIFICATIONS

Machine
ID

processor
type

Sockets

Cores/socket

Threads/
core

NUMA
nodes

RAM
(GB)

HW
Accelerators

1

Intel(R)
Core(TM)
i7-4820K @
3.70GHz
Intel(R)
Core(TM)
i7-4820K @
3.70GHz
Intel(R)
Core(TM)
i7-4820K @
3.70GHz
Intel(R)
Core(TM)
i7-8700 @
3.20GHz

2

10

2

2

256

2

14

2

2

256

1

4

2

1

64

2 x Tesla V100SXM2-32GB, 1
x GeForce GTX
1060 6GB
1 x GeForce
GTX 1060 6GB,
1 x Radeon RX
580 4GB
1 x GeForce
GTX 1060 6GB

1

6

2

1

32

2

3

4

1 x GeForce
GTX 1060 6GB,
1 x UHD
Graphics 630,
1 x Radeon RX
580 4GB

3.1.2 Testbeds Timeline
The Kaleao testbed currently hosts a single blade with 16 multi-core CPUs. A YARN installation has been
deployed that leverages all available CPUs. Flink has been installed and Flink jobs over CPU can be
launched using YARN. The access to the Mali GPU from their CPU’s is still not available and is expected to
be up and ready for execution during M14. Additional Blades with CPUs should be available by M13 which
will replicate the single blade that is currently in use. The plan is to have a fully functional YARN cluster
that can allocate tasks to GPU resources with in few months. The FPGA testbed should be deployed during
M13, with a plan to support YARN installation by Y2. The Kaleao testbed timeline for the project is
summarized in Table 5.
TABLE 5 KALEAO TESTSBED TIMELINE

Devices

Quantity

Deployment

Yarn Integration

CPU’s
CPU’s
Mali GPU
FPGA’s

16
48
54
1

M9
M13
M14
M13

M10
M14
M15
M24
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The ICCS testbed currently hosts a YARN installation that leverages all available CPU cores. Moreover,
Flink has been installed on the ICCS testbed. Although all available GPUs have been deployed to the
testbed as well, YARN has not yet been tested over them, since our initial focus for the first year has been
on CPU-only workflow executions. Within the next few months of the project, we plan to have a fully
functional YARN cluster that can allocate tasks to GPU resources. Lastly, by M18 we plan to deploy our
two FPGAs to the ICCS testbed, while by the end of Y2 we plan to have them fully supported by our YARN
installation. Table 6 provides the timeline of the ICCS testbed.
TABLE 6 ICCS TESTBED TIMELINE

Devices

Deployment

Yarn integration

CPUs
GPUs
FPGAs

M10
M10
M18

M12
M15
M24

3.2 Development Best Practices
In this Section, we describe the methodologies and practices followed from the E2Data project
development team that boost our focus on delivering a high-quality software stack. The E2Data project
development is driven by Agile methodologies following the Extreme Programming (XP) principles. It also
defines a continuous integration and deployment lifecycle ensuring the strict and proper collaboration of
the development team on provisioning the E2Data software stack.

3.2.1 Agile Methodology
Agile methodology led software development to a new era and rapidly cemented its place as the best
standard. Agile methodologies are based on four core principles as outlined in the Agile Manifesto [10]
These methodologies are rooted in adaptive planning, early delivery and continuous improvement, all
with an eye toward being able to respond to changes quickly and easily. Instead of phases, projects are
broken down into releases and iterations. At the end of each iteration, the current version of the system
should be fully functioning and ready to be released.
With agile software development, the requirements for the project do not have to be codified
upfront. Instead they are prioritized and scheduled for each iteration. The requirements are composed of
“user stories” that can be scheduled into a particular release and iteration.
There are many different agile software development methods, with the most important listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scrum;
Kanban / Lean;
Extreme Programming (XP);
Agile Unified Process (AUP);
Disciplined Agile Delivery (DAD);
Rapid Application Development (RAD).

The consortium of the project came to the decision to follow the XP main principles, since XP has emerged
as one of the most popular and controversial agile methodologies and fits the development requirements
of the project. With XP, the project development follows a disciplined approach to deliver high-quality
software quickly and continuously. The E2Data development processes include rapid feedback loops,
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continuous testing, continuous planning, and close teamwork to deliver working software at very frequent
intervals, typically every one to three weeks. The XP driven E2Data recipe is based on the values of
simplicity, communication and feedback leading by the following practices:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Small Releases;
UC Acceptance Tests;
Simple Design;
Pair Programming;
Continuous Integration;
Test-Driven Development.

3.2.2 Source Code Version Control System
Distributed version control systems (DVCS), with the most popular of these being Git, do not rely on a
central server to store the versions of project files. Instead, every developer “clones” a copy of a repository
and has the full history of the project files on their file system (FS). This clone of the DVCS maintained
project has all of the metadata of the original. Despite the fact that in the first hand this approach sounds
wasteful, it is the most practical and efficient. Most programming projects consist mostly of plain text files
and, nowadays, FS space is so cheap that storing many copies of a file does not create a noticeable dent.
Modern systems also compress the files to use even less space.
The act of cloning an entire repository gives distributed version control tools several advantages over their
predecessors, the centralized systems. Performing actions other than pushing and pulling changesets is
extremely fast because the tool only needs to access the hard drive, not a remote server. Committing new
changesets can be done locally without anyone else seeing them. Once you have a group of changesets
ready, you can push all of them at once. Everything but pushing and pulling can be done without an
internet connection. For example, you can work on a plane, and you will not be forced to commit several
bug fixes as one big changeset. Since each programmer has a full copy of the project repository, they can
share changes with one or two other people at a time, if they want to get some feedback before showing
the changes to everyone.
In this context, the E2Data project utilizes a Git repository to accomplish version control of the developed
components source code. The Git repository of the E2Data project is available in
https://github.com/E2Data. This repository for the project is currently private and, at the current phase
of development for the project, it is available only to consortium members.

3.2.3 Continuous Integration & Continuous Delivery
Integration phase of the E2Data project development tends to be one of the most important, but also
painful, stages in E2Data software development life-cycle. Continuous integration (CI) refers to the
processes of integrating, building, and testing code within the development environment. It requires the
developers of the project to integrate code into a shared repository as described in previous Section 3.2.2.
However, just getting code to the shared repository is not enough and the project should have a pipeline
that, as a minimum, checks out the code and runs all the tests related, directly or indirectly, to the code
corresponding to the repository. The result of the execution of the pipeline can be either failure or
success. In the former case, the developers and the person who committed the code that caused the
failure getting notified.
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The continuous integration pipeline should run on every commit or push. Unlike continuous delivery,
continuous integration does not have a clearly defined goal of that pipeline, i.e. if just an application
integrates with others, it does not mean a lot about its production readiness. At the end, all of the
knowledge provided by the CI pipeline is that a commit did not break any of the existing tests. Integration
tests need to be committed together with the implementation code, if not before. In E2Data, to gain
maximum benefits, the development is realized in test-driven development (TDD) fashion where the tests
are written before the code. That way, not only the tests are ready for commit together with the
implementation code, but we ensure that the tests are not faulty and written in a way to always pass.
However, tests are not the only CI prerequisite. One of the most important rules is that when the pipeline
fails, fixing the problem has higher priority than any other task. If this action is postponed, next executions
of the pipeline will fail as well and the failure notifications will get ignored with the CI process losing its
purpose.
The continuous delivery (CD) pipeline is an extension for the CI pipeline utilized in the E2Data project. The
major difference is in the confidence we have in the process and lack of actions to be taken after the
execution of the pipeline. While CI assumes that there are (mostly manual) validations to be performed
afterward, successful implementation of the CD pipeline results in packages or artifacts being ready to be
deployed to production. In other words, every successful run of the pipeline can be deployed to
production, no questions asked. No matter the decision which build to deploy and when, from the
technical perspective, the code of every successful build is fully finished. The only difference between the
continuous integration and continuous delivery processes is that the latter resolves a manual testing
phase that should be performed after the source code packaging is promoted through the pipeline. In
other words, the CD pipeline itself provides enough confidence that the packaged source code is ready to
be deployed on the production environment. Based on this, the CD pipeline goes a step further from the
CI pipeline and automatically deploys every build that passed the project’s verifications. It is a fully
automated process that starts with a commit to the source code repository and ends with the project
stack deployed to the testbeds.
The E2Data project CI, CD lifecycle is presented in Figure 14:
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FIGURE 14 E2DATA CI/CD PIPELINE
As illustrated in Figure 14, a source code push to the DVCS project repository will follow the E2Data CI/CD
pipeline. At first, source code static analysis gets executed. Afterwards, the unit tests followed by the
integration tests will be executed, if first are passed from the CI server. If the tests are successfully
executed, the pipeline will proceed to source code packaging and the deployment to the test environment
of the newly build E2Data stack will be triggered. After the successful deployment to the test environment,
the post deployment tests will be executed for the test environment. Upon successful completion of those
tests, the E2Data stack will be deployed to the two testbed environments followed by the execution of
the post deployment tests in this environment concluding the CI/CD pipeline.
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4. Conclusions
Contemporary Big Data frameworks partially enable, as well as optimize, the distributed processing of
large datasets through interconnected computer clusters. Build on top of highly diverse software stacks
with dedicated Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), such frameworks allow users to execute
complex and resource-demanding tasks, most of the time struggling to meet certain predefined Service
Level Agreement (SLA) indicators. The majority of operational limitations derive not from hardware
resource scarcity but from the framework’s monolithic design which compromises the efficiency of any
execution, with severe effect on performance. Any attempt for horizontal scale-out only leads to
additional issues, such as uneven resource utilization and vastly increased operational costs.
E2Data project provides a new Big Data paradigm by combining and expanding existing state-of-the-art
software components, thus achieving maximum resource utilization of heterogeneous computational
resources without affecting current programming norms. The proposed solution takes a cross-layer
approach by allowing vertical communication between the four key layers of Big Data deployments, i.e.,
application, Big Data software, scheduler/cloud provider, and execution runtime. The E2Data innovations
will be driven by the requirements of four resource demanding applications from the finance, health,
green buildings, and security domains.
E2Data provides a big data processing environment where the scheduling, compilation, and execution of
the tasks happen “on-the-fly” without requiring Big Data practitioners to write non-portable, low-level
code for each specific device or accelerator. E2Data enables transparent and efficient heterogeneous
execution of Big Data stacks and provides an end-to-end solution for Big Data heterogeneous cloud
deployments.
E2Data envisions to augment existing Big Data software stacks towards facilitating users to exploit in a
transparent and efficient manner all types of available, underlying hardware resources, even those
considered vastly diversified and utterly heterogeneous, without requiring any software refactoring. For
achieving this ambitious goal, E2Data will intelligently identify which application functions can be
accelerated through dedicated hardware and dynamically assign tasks to corresponding nodes. All
enhancements in the aforementioned software stack design will follow an application-driven approach
which appears to deliver enhanced scalability and performance at a fraction of the cost.
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Abbreviations
•

ALS:

Alternating Least Squares

•

AM:

Application Master

•

API:

Application Programming Interface

•

CD:

Continuous Deployment

•

CI:

Continuous Integration

•

CPU:

Central Processing Unit

•

DFS:

Distributed File System

•

DVCS:

Distributed version control systems

•

FPGA:

Field-Programmable Gate Array

•

FS:

File System

•

GPU:

Graphics Processing Unit

•

HAIER:

Hardware-Aware Intelligent Elastic ScheduleR

•

HW:

Hardware

•

IR:

Intermediate Representation

•

JAR:

Java Archive

•

JIT:

Just In Time

•
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JavaScript Object Notation

•

JVM:

Java Virtual Machine

•

NLP:

Natural Language Processing

•

NUMA:

Non-Uniform Memory Access

•

RAM:

Random Access Memory

•

RM:

Resource Manager
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•

SLA:

Service Level Agreement

•

UC:

Use Case

•

UDF:

User Defined Function

•

XP:

Extreme Programming
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Appendix A. Application Programming Interface Definitions
In this Appendix, we list the main API functions of the three key components of the E2Data stack, i.e. the
Heterogeneous-aware Big Data Framework, the Hardware-aware Intelligent Elastic Scheduler and the
Heterogeneous JVM Execution Engine.

A1. Heterogeneous-aware Big Data Framework API
The integration of the E2Data stack into Apache Flink requires a number of changes to internal Flink APIs.
We do not list them here because they are a work in progress and too detailed. Table 7 below lists highlevel APIs connecting Apache Flink with other components of the E2Data software stack.
TABLE 7 HETEROGENEOUS-AWARE BIG DATA FRAMEWORK API
Method Signature

Input

Output Description

void profileTask(Task task)

task: A Flink task
representing either
a single or a chain of
data
transformations
from a Flink job
graph

-

This method passes
each task (or task
chain) to the Tornado
front-end compiler for
the extraction of code
features. The code
features are added to
the resource profile of
the task.

void
createDistributedJobGraph(ExecutionGraph
graph)

graph: A Flink
JobGraph enriched
with decisions made
by HAIER (i.e.,
parallelism and
device policies)

-

This methods
processes information
provided by HAIER
and converts them
into data structures
used by Flink. The
parallelism of each
node in the job graph
is set. The device
information is stored
in task resource
profiles.

A2. Hardware-Aware Intelligent Elastic Scheduler API
TABLE 8 HARDWARE-AWARE INTELLIGENT ELASTIC SCHEDULER API
Method Signature

Input

Output

Description
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void setPolicy(String
metric, Boolean minimize,
String combineFunction)

metric: The metric that
should be optimized,
minimize: The goal is to
minimize the given metric if
minimize is true and
maximize otherwise,
combineFunction:
Determines the way that the
metric of interest is
evaluated over the whole
task graph

ExecutionGraph
scheduleTaskGraph(JobGraph
graph)

graph: The Flink JobGraph
that needs to be scheduled

-

This method
allows the
E2Data user to
define a custom
optimization
policy for her
job.

A Flink
ExecutionGraph
that incorporates
all decisions made
by HAIER.

This method
contacts the
HAIER Planner
component and
requests a
scheduling plan.

A3. Heterogeneous JVM Execution Engine API
The Tornado framework has a constantly evolving rich API that enables the seamless execution of Java
applications on heterogeneous hardware. Tornado’s API is packaged separately from the rest of its
components and can be accessed here: https://github.com/beehive-lab/Tornado/tree/master/tornadoapi/src/main/java/uk/ac/manchester/tornado/api
In Table 9 below, we list a number of key methods that developers can use to start using Tornado.
TABLE 9 HETEROGENEOUS JVM EXECUTION ENGINE API
Method Signature

Input

Output

Description

<T1> TaskSchedule
task(String id,
Task1<T1> code, T1 arg)

id: name of the Task
Scheduler, code:
reference to Task, arg:
input parameters of
task

TaskSchedule
with one task
included

This method creates a
TaskSchedule with one Task
and its input parameters.
The public Tornado API
provides up to 15 such
methods that can compose
TaskSchedules of up to 15
tasks.

TaskSchedule
mapAllTo(TornadoDevice
device)

device: The Tornado
device
(heterogeneous
accelerator) where the
TaskSchedule should
execute on

TaskSchedule
with the device
internally
assigned to it

This method maps all tasks
of a Task Schedule to the
device defined by the input
argument.
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TaskSchedule
streamIn(Object...
objects)

objects: A list of input
parameters to be
copied to a device for
execution

TaskSchedule
with the input
parameters set

This method copies the
input data (parameters) to
the hardware accelerator.

TaskSchedule
streamOut(Object...
objects)

objects: A list of input
parameters to be
copied to the host
from a device (after
execution)

TaskSchedule
with the output
parameters set

This method copies the
output data (parameters) to
the host from the hardware
accelerator.

void execute()

none

void

This method starts the
execution of a
TaskSchedule.

void dumpProfiles()

none

void

This method prints the
execution profiles of
methods.
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